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attitudes, and briefly but usefully outlines the history of scientific evidence and under standing of the issue.
Nevertheless, there is, I feel, some hype in the book that is disturbing. The importance of disagreements within science seems exag gerated. Except for a tiny minority of skeptics and deniers, some of whom receive respect able references in the book, the overwhelm ing proportion of climate scientists agree on the basic findings and dangers; the disagree ments about the technical details of the Greenland ice melt or the stability of the West Antarctica ice shelf are minor in com campaign to improve some of the more egre gious aspects of the Turkish Penal Code, so that it respects women's bodily integrity, ends the criminalization of consensual pre marital sexual relations, and discontinues the criminalization of adultery. In her essay, Stefanie Eileen Nanes examines the 1999 emergence of a campaign to eliminate the leniency of Jordanian criminal law toward "honor" criminals and argues that it indi cates an emerging civil society. In one of the most empirically and analytically rich essays in the collection, Azzah Baydoun addresses how public debates and polemics intersected with sectarian politics in mid and late 1990s Lebanon to assure the failure of a proposed national sex education curric ulum for middle school students developed with UN assistance and designed to prevent the transmission of AIDS and sexually trans mitted diseases. Hammed Shahidian pro vides a compelling comparison of sexual and marital self-help and other advice discourse offered by Islamist "sex experts," other authors informed by scientific dis course, and feminist therapists increasingly willing to openly address women's bodily desires in the Islamic Republic of Iran. Achim Rohde analyzes Ba'athist print media to demonstrate shifts in sexual, gender, and love mores in Iraq from the late-1960s to the 1990s, which he argues have been responsive to and can be explained by the larger agenda of the regime in different historical moments. Rubina Saigol examines the gender and sexual idioms of Pakistani nationalist and militarist thought, especially as captured in poetry and war songs. Nadera Shalhoub Kevorkian compellingly uses 22 case studies to examine contemporary attitudes toward rape and loss of virginity among Palesti nians in the West Bank based on her clinical work with Palestinian girls and women who were raped, finding that the dominant cul tural orientation blames the victim. The final chapter, by Leyla Gulcur and Ilkkaracan, focuses on Eastern European and Russian women entrepreneurs who regularly come to Turkey to purchase goods that can fit into a "suitcase" so they can sell them in their country of origin; they supplement this income generation with sex work in Turkey.
The collection provides a useful sense of contemporary policy and legal terrains, debates, and anxieties in the region in rela tion to different issues with respect to sex, 
